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QUESTION 1

You need to register a pallet controlled item. 

What are two possible ways to achieve this goal? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. Complete a pallet transport. 

B. Post an arrival journal. 

C. Use the Direct registration function on the Arrival overview form. 

D. Use the registration function on the order line. 

Correct Answer: AB 

A: ARRIVAL OVERVIEW (PALLET CONTROLLED) 

At this point the inventory will be located at the inbound dock and with a pallet transport on the 

system awaiting a warehouse worker to put away. Therefore then next step is to pick up and 

process the pallet transport. 

1.

 Navigate to Inventory and warehouse management > Common > Pallet 

transports 

2.

 In this screen you should find the pallet transports required to put your stock away 

3.

 Select the line you would like to put away and click `Start transport` 

4.

 You can select the work who will then process this transaction etc... Click OK in this screen 

5.

 At this point the transport will be in a status of `Started` you can complete the transport if the 

location is as expected, if not you can always use the ` Change destination location` 

function to amend the put away location. 

6.

 Clicking Complete transport will physically move the stock from the Inbound location to 

the destination location in a status of ` Registered 
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B: Select the journal line, and click Functions > Pallet ID to assign a pallet to the item and post the item arrival journal. 

Open Inventory and warehouse management > Setup > Journal names, warehouse management Create a new Item
arrival and select confirm that the following parameters are ticked: 

 

QUESTION 2

Warehouse is specified as the primary stocking dimension in the storage dimension group for an item. 

You create a sales orders for the item and you specify a warehouse. 

The sales order is configured for automatic reservation. You need to identify which process Dynamics AX uses to
reserve the item. 

What should you identify? 

A. A reservation is made according to the first in, first out (FIFO) principle. 

B. A reservation is made against the item only at the warehouse specified. 

C. A reservation is made against the dimension that has the lowest alphanumeric name. 

D. A reservation is made according to the last in, first out (LIFO) principle. 

Correct Answer: B 

You can reserve inventory quantities for sales orders when you create or change sales order lines. If available inventory
quantities are reserved automatically, reserved inventory cannot be withdrawn from the warehouse for any other
orders. 

Inventory is reserved according to the setup of: 

Manual or automatic reservation. 

Reserved ordered items or only items on-hand. 

Warehouse proposal. 

Date reservation. 

 

QUESTION 3

You plan to purchase 2,400 units of one item. Two hundred units of the item will be received every month for 12
months. 

You need to configure the purchase order for the item. 

What should you do? 

A. Configure prepayments. 

B. Set the Purchase type to Journal. 
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C. Create a new delivery term. 

D. Configure a delivery schedule. 

Correct Answer: D 

About delivery schedules [AX 2012] 

*

 Use the delivery schedule functionality when you want to split a sales order, purchase order, or sales quotation order
line into several order lines. Each order line is called a delivery line. Two or more delivery lines make up one delivery
schedule. The delivery lines can vary in delivery dates, quantities, mode of delivery, and storage dimensions such as
site and warehouse. 

*

 Example of a deliver schedule for an order of 600 chairs Total order (original order line), 600 chairs Requested delivery
schedule, 100 chairs per month Requested delivery timeframe, 6 months, on the first of each month 

 

QUESTION 4

You need to add freight and handling charges when you enter a new purchase order. 

What are two possible ways to achieve this goal? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. Add two additional lines to the purchase order, one for the freight service item and one for the handling service
items. 

B. Create a journal for the freight and handling charges. 

C. Add two charges transactions that each has a charges code. 

D. Add two additional supplementary items to the purchase order, one for freight and one for handling. 

Correct Answer: CD 

C: Add an automatic markup to the cost of inventory transactions on purchase order. Navigate to: 

Procurement and sourcing > Setup > Charges > Automatic Charges. 

Create a new Auto charge code at the Line level. 

Adjust the value of posted PO transactions after the fact. 

 

QUESTION 5

You plan to create a product template. 

Which three settings will be copied when you create a new product that is based on the product template? Each correct
answer presents part of the solution. 

A. Item price 
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B. Item group 

C. Tracking dimension group 

D. Item model group 

E. Units of measure 

Correct Answer: BDE 

Once you have selected a product template, you can click Show more fields in order to view the important field content
that has been provided by the template. You can overwrite template values which are displayed on the form. 
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